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Heart Image Icebreaker 
 

The purpose of this exercise is to demonstrate the power of images to evoke deep responses. 

It also clearly shows how different participants interpret the meaning of the same image in 

dramatically different ways, depending on their cultural backgrounds and life experiences.  

 

 

Overview of the Heart Image Exercise 

The heart image exercise involves the following steps: 

1. Distribute a copy of the heart image to each person or project it onto a screen.  

2. Ask each participant to spend 1-2 minutes writing a response to the question, “What 

does this image mean to me?” 

3. Have each participant read his/her response to the group. 

4. Engage the participants in a conversation about what they learned. Questions you 

may want to ask are: 

• What similarities and differences did you notice among the responses? 

• Was there anything interesting or surprising in the responses? 

• Do you have any new insights about anyone in the group? 

• Can you imagine how someone’s life experiences could influence their 

perception of an image? How? 

• Can you make any connections as to how you responded and your own life 

experiences? 

 

We’ve found the responses to fall into a predictable pattern overall. About 60% of people 

see it as a restricted kind off image, 30% see it as expansive and joyful, and the remainder see 

a wide range of ‘interesting” things.  
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What Does This Image Mean?
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Sample Responses 

The responses below, which were gathered through various heart image exercises, 

demonstrate how varied the interpretations of the same image can be. The varied responses 

participants will give during this exercise illustrate why it’s important not to interpret the 

meaning of images for other participants. Rather, the images should be used as a starting 

point for conversation in which participants determine meaning for themselves and share 

these insights with others.  

 

"Heartache. Pain. Wanting to love but unable to, or being restricted from it." 

--Male; age 33 ;OR, USA; student.  

 

"Looking at this image, I think of a person who is afraid to love, maybe someone who's been 

hurt and feels the need to hold back from letting their emotion take over. The colors make 

the image seem bittersweet... " 

Female; age 31; Fukuoka, Japan;International Student Homestay Program Coordinator. 

 

"Constricting, painful, but in a productive, strengthening way. Bursting (or ready to) 

with potential. A fine line between heartache and love/hate." 

--Female, 35, Anchorage, AK USA, Cross-cultural Consultant/Trainer 

 

"Well, there is a heart that seems like is not working any good. It seems like it has a lot of 

disease that can be in a dangerous condition that soon it won't be working. " 

--Male; age 20; Huehuetenango, Guatemala; Cabinet Maker  

 

"Its like, behind the heart there is a big explosion, perhaps of emotions, good or bad. And to 

protect the fragile and sensitive heart there is a big purple band aid to keep safe this heart."  

--Female; 23; France; Nanny  

 

"Considering my past week I see a close brush with death and finding the heart is 

strengthened with the sash around it. It symbolizes for me how many people care for me. It 

also brought to mind a constricted heart who is afraid to love. " 

--Female; 69; Cape Cod, MA; Retired  
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"My first impressions and interpretation: Oppression or control of love and emotions in 

American/Japanese context. The purple belt remains me of kimono or aikido "obi" (belt), 

huge heart symbolizes "Hallmark Valentine's Day" expressive love in American context 

The Japanese external pressure to control emotions of overly expressive "American" to 

better adapt to Japanese culture. This creates discomfort but also a "third-culture" way to 

show emotions. That is symbolized by the mixed color radiation around the heart." 

--Female; 31; Jaala, Finland/Portland, Oregon; Coordinator of Intercultural Programs  

 

"A joyful heart filled with the unconditional love of royal friends/families." 

--Female; age 35; Loung Prabang/Laos; Customer Service Admin Asst.  

 

"To me it symbolizes Love. My heart is being hugged so tightly and I'm loved so much that 

it radiates out from me to the world. " 

--Female, 48, Midwest, and Career Coach. 

 

"At first I thought this was a heart being squeezed by a purple rope. But after a few more 

seconds of looking, I realized it is a bathing suit cinched with a purple sash for a rather zoftig 

lady. This bathing suit is only for a woman who is secure in her sensuality and identity. She 

knows who she is and could care less that she doesn't meet the American standard of thin. I 

would like to meet the lady who would buy this flashy bathing suit." 

--Female, age 67, California and Florida, Psychologist/Intercultural Trainer 

 

 


